


An Automatic Selective Level Measuring
Set for Multichannel Communications
Systems
Com b i n i n g m i c r o p r o cessor co ntr ol w ith m eti cu I o u s r ec ei v e r
and synthesizer design resu/ts in a powertul new tool
for the installation, maintenance, and surveillance of
f r e q u e n cy - d i v i s i o n m u lti p I exe d co m m u n i c ati on s sys fems.

by J. Reid Urquhart

AKING RELIABLE MEASUREMENTS ON fTE-
quency-division multiplexed (FDM) baseband

signals presents a two-part problem. First, the fre-
quency at which the measurement is to be made must
be determined. Then second, the measurement must
be made with high accuracy in the presence of numer-
ous interfering signals.

At first sight the choice of a measurement fre-
quency may seem to be a trivial problem, but finding
the center frequency of a particular channel in a com-
munications system that may have as many as 3600
channels is no easy task and could, in fact, occupy
more time than making the actual measurement it-
self. A maintenance engineer may wish, for example,
to measure channel 3 in group 2 of supergroup 13 in
mastergroup 5 without having any idea of where in
the frequency spectrum that channel may lie. The
only way to find out has been through the use of large
charts that describe the FDM plan, such as the one
shown in part in Fig. 1. Usually these only show each
channel's carrier frequency, so the engineer must
derive the center frequency ofthe sideband occupy-
ing the channel in order to proceed with the measure-
ment. Besides the time taken to hunt for a particular
channel's frequency, such an arrangement leads to
the possibility of frequent errors.

The problem of translating the FDM description of
a channel into a tuning frequency has now been elim-
inated by a new selective level measuring set (SLMS),
the Hewlett-Packard Model 3745AlB (Fig. z). This in-
strument has all the details of FDM plans stored in
read-only memories. The stored plans are accessed by
special keys, so the user merely enters the specifics of
a certain channel (channel number, group number,
etc.J by way of the keys, and the instrument then auto-
matically tunes itself so the 3.1-kHz filter covers the
active region of that channel exactly. It then makes a
true-rms measurement of the power in that channel
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and displays the results, including the frequency to
which it is tuned. on numeric indicators. Further-
more, the instrument is completely autoranging over
a 140-dB range, so it displays results directly without
the need for setting attenuators manually.

Cover: Picking one particu-
lar channel out of a babble of
thousands of f requency-
mul t ip lexed communica-
t ions channels is great lY
simplified by a new selective
leve l  measur ing  se t  tha t
talks the language of the
telephone engineer. Micro-

processor control is the key to this new ability, as
described in the series of articles beginning on
this page. Our thanks to Farinon Electric for the
loan of their facilities for this photo.
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Fig. 1. A typical frequency plan for a frequency-divtsron
multiplexed communications system. Tables such as this give
each channel's vtrtual (suppressedJ carrter frequency from
which the channel center or approprtate ptlot frequency must
be derived for measurements. fhese tables may ltst as many
as 3600 frequenctes.

Measu rement Versati l i ty
Although designed particularly to meet the re-

quirements of FDM equipment manufacturers and
users, the new SLMS is suited to making measure-
ments wherever signal levels must be determined
with high accuracy. Basically, it is a highly accurate,
programmable wave analyzer capable of making mea-
surements within a frequency range of 1 kHz to 25
MHz over  a level  range of  - i ,25 to +15 dBm. Besides
automatically tuning to selected FDM channel fre-
quencies, it can be tuned to any frequency within the
1.-kHz-to-25-MHz range by entering that frequency by
way of the numeric keyboard.

High accuracy is achieved by the use of f i l ters that
have good passband flatness coupled with very steep
roll-off and high out-of-band rejection, and by an
autocalibration routine that automatically calibrates
the instrument to an internal 1,-MHz, -30 dBm stan-
dard prior to each sequence of measurements. The
Model 37 45AlB can measure a pilot tone at - 50 dBm
anywhere within a 5O-kHz-to-ZO-MHz frequency
range with an absolute accuracy of t0.35 dB, includ-
ing all errors-attenuator, f latness, and absolute. The
absolute error at 0 dBm and t MHz is only -f 0.05 dB.

World-Wide Application
Two versions of the instrument are available. The

"A" version contains the CCITT FDM plans while the

Fig. 2. Model 3745A Se/ective
Level Measuring Set designed for
use on CCITT systems ls basically
a  p togrammable .  au torang ing .
1-kHzlo 25-MHz, preciston wave
analyzer with filter bandwidths
opUmized for telephone applica-
t ions. Model 37458, shown on the
fronl cover, is simrlar hut is de-
signed for use on North American
sysfems. ln measurements on
mu lti pl exed commu n i c ati on s sy s-
tems these ins t ruments  au to-
mate lhe se/eclron ot tuntng f re-
^ t , a ^ - i a .  . ^ d ' t - i ^ ^  t ^  . t i n U t e s

procedures that would take hours
with m anu al ly -tun ed tnstru ments.
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"8" version has the plans specified by the Bell Tele-
phone System. The stored plans also include the spe-
cifics for the various pilot frequencies that control
gain in communications systems and that also pro-
vide vital information about the workings of a system.
A typical CCITT 2700-channel multiplex system may
have 225 group, 45 supergroup, and 3 hypergroup
pilots, giving a total of 273 pilots, any of which may
be selected by pushbutton sequences. The instru-
ment recognizes that a pilot is to be measured if no
channel number is entered, tunes itself to the appro-
priate frequency, and measures the pilot level with a
filter bandwidth of 22 Hz.

If the cnoup powER pushbutton is pressed follow-
ing the group selection sequence, the instrument
tunes itself to the center frequency of the selected
12-channel group and measures the total power in
that group with a filter bandwidth of 48 kHz.

The appropriate filter for each of the measuremdnts
is automatically selected when the pu,rnR switch is
in the auro position, or the filters may be selected
manually using the same switch.

Spectrum Analysis
The new SLMS can also function as a spectrum ana-

lyzer. It is then useful for finding interfering signals

Operating a Selective Level Measuring
Set through a Keyboard

The new Model 3745A/B Selective Level Measuring Set can
be tuned to a part icular channel by entering information in the
same way that a telephone maintenance engineer thinks of a
telephone channel, saving him the tedium of deriving the actual
frequency. For example, to measure the signal level in channel
1 of group 3 of supergroup 13 in mastergroup 5 of supermaster-
group 3, the operator would f irst press the fol lowing key se-
quence: cH 1 G 3 sG 13 tvlc 5 sN,4G 3. Then, when r,tpnvrt,lrt is
pressed, the instrument automatical ly tunes i tself  so the chan-
nel f i l ter spans the active region of that channel, and i t  displays
the frequency and signal level.

l f  i t  is now desired to select a dif ferent channel, i t  is only
necessary to key in the changes. In the above example, to
measure channel 3 of group 2 in the same supergroup, the
operator would press MEAS/HALT to stop the current measure-
ment, key in cH g c z, and press N,4EAS/HALr once more to restart
the measurement.

l f  the key sequence does not include a channel number, then
when vresrHnlr is pressed the SLMS tunes to the frequency of
the pi lot in the specif ied group. A front-panel annunciator wi l l
l ight up to show that a pi lot is being measured. Similarly, i f  a
group number has not been entered, the SLMS tunes to the pi lot
of the specif ied supergroup.

When the N/IEAS/HALT key is preceded by the cRoup powER key,
the instrument tunes to the center frequency of the selected
group and measures the total group power.

lf the scAN key is pressed before r,rrnsrHALT, the instrument
f irst measures the channel specif ied, then steps to the next
higher channel and measures i t .  l t  continues stepping to each
higher channel unti l  channel 12 ls reached, at which t ime i t  steps
to the next higher g roup, measuring channel 1 of that group and
continuing thus to the next higher channel unti l  al l  the channels
in the FDM plan have been measured. l t  can scan al l  the chan-
nels this way once and then stop, or i t  can continue scanning
repeti t ively depending on the sett ing of the swEEp switch.

It  is not necessary to scan the complete baseband signal
every t ime. l f  ,  for instance, the init ial  scan indicates a problem in
supergroup 13, the scan can be l imited to that supergroup by
first pressing N/EAS/HALr to stop the current measurement (al l  key
functions are inhibited when the instrument is making a mea-
surement) and then rekeying so rs fol lowed by the decimal
point. The decimal point "f  ixes" al l  higher-ordered groupings so
the scan is confined to the 60 channels of supergroup 13 when
veesnalr is again pressed. l f  the problem should then turn out to
be ln group 4, then pressing o +. wi l l  confine the scan to the 12

channels of group 4. Final ly, by pressing cH 1 spEcr, choosing
a step size of, say, 20 Hz, and pressing N/EAS/HALr a spectrum
analysis of the individual channel is carr ied out. Thus, a problem
can be "zoomed in" on for examination in close deta,,.

A scan can be conducted manually by using the +t and -J

keys to single-step the scan either up or down. Manual oper-
at ion is useful for posit ioning the marker to identi fy points of in-
terest on the CRT display.

The SLMS is not restr icted to measurtng at frequencies speci-
f ied by the FDM plan. Any measurement frequency can be en-
tered by f irst pressing the rnEo button, after stopping the current
measurement with venslrnrr,  then the f requency in kHz fol lowed
by veesrrnrt again. For example, a measurement is made at
14.38 kHz by the key sequence: N,IEAS/HALT FREo 1 4 .3I I\,1EAS/HALT.

Spectrum measurements are made by keying in the start and
stop frequencles and the step size. To examine the spectrum
between 1 and 2 MHz in 3-kHz steps, for example, the key se-
quence is srART FREo i 0 0 0 sroP FREo 2 0 0 0 srEP slzE 3 sPEcr |\,4EAS/HALT.

Start and stop frequencies may also be entered with the FDM
keys, For example, i f  the key sequence G 5 sPEcr is entered, the
lowest f  requency of group 5 wil l  be entered into the start regas-
ter and the highest frequency into the stop register (assuming
that the supergroup and higher groupings were already entered).
When an appropriate step size is entered, a spectrum analysis
can be performed to f ind, say, interfering tones lying in fre-
quency regions normally not occupied in the FDM plan.

The oaroam key gives a choice of absolute or relat ive mea-
surements, For relat ive measurements, a reference is entered
by way of the numeric keyboard and the ner lrvel key.

Measurement l imits are specif ied by f irst entering the ex-
pected measurement level using the REF LEVEL key. Then the
upper l imit in dB above the reference and the lower l imit in
dB below the reference are entered using the uppER rtvtr and
LowER LrN,4rr keys and the numeric keyboard.

l f  during scanned measurements i t  is deslred to compare
measurements to the previous scan, the rners key is pressed
immediately before the scAN or sPEcTRUM keys. This faci l i ty can
be used for spectrum measurements and when scanning pi lots
and groups, but not when scanning channels.

In al l  of these operations, the numeric indicators display
the numbers as they are entered. Annunciator l ights show pa-
rameters such as the f i l ter bandwidth in use and the status of the
measurement. l f  non-val id key or switch sett ings are entered,
the numeric indicators display "Error" when vEesrHerr is pressed
and code numbers are displayed to indicate the type of error.



lying in frequency regions normally not used in FDM
systems. In this case the user merely keys in the start
frequency, the stop frequency, and the size of the fre-
quency step, which may be as small as 10 Hz. Filter
selection can be automatic according to the size of the
frequency step, or manual.

Alternatively, the instrument may be operated in a
scanning mode, in which case it automatically steps
through and measures the level of every channel or
pilot signal within a range selected by the group/-
supergroup/mastergroup/supermastergroup keys.
This type of measurement is similar to a spectrum
analysis but the instrument examines only the points
of interest, skipping over the unused portions of the
spectrum. For example, it takes only 100 seconds or
so to measure al l  225 group pi lots of a CCITT
2700-channel system whereas a conventional spec-
trum analyzer, set to 10-Hz bandwidth to give ad-
jacent-channel rejection comparable to the SLMS's
pilot filter, would take about one month to scan the
same 12-MHz range.

Another advantage of the scAN mode is that since
a discrete measurement is made on each channel. it is
easy to identify a channel of interest whereas it is
exceedingly difficult to do so with a conventional
spectrum analyzer.

Limit Tests
Measurements in the scAN mode can be used in

several different ways. First, it is possible to set high
and low limits on the expected level of measurement.
If a measurement lies outside the specified range, an
annunciator flashes, the scan stops, and the instru-
ment displays the FDM description of the out-of-
limit channel and its signal level. Once details have
been noted, the scan may be continued. This mode is
useful for detecting spurious tones, high- or low-level
pilots, overloaded channels and groups, and other
out-of-limit conditions.

If the optional accessory printer is used with the
SLMS, the instrument can be set to stop the scan just
long enough to print the description of an out-of-limit
condition, and then continue the scan. This mode is
particularly useful for unattended operation as it pro-
vides a record that is useful for doing corrective main-
tenance at a more convenient time (Fig. 3). If desired,
all measurements may be recorded and there will be
an indication on the printout of those that are out
of limits.

The instrument can also compare the results of a
scan to those of the previous scan, generating an
alarm only if a measurement has either gone out of
limits or come within limits since the previous scan
This mode is useful, for example, when scanning
pilots on a partially loaded system where all super-
groups may not be in use, a situation typical of a new

F19.3. Typical printout from the optional digital printer lists
the time of day and the FDM description of the measured
channel (vertical column of numbers).

system being brought into service. A missing pilot
generates an alarm on the initial scan but the alarm is
suppressed on subsequent scans (unless the missing
pilot appears within the limits). This avoids the print-
out of redundant information.

An X-Y driver option is also available. This pro-
vides outputs for driving either an X-Y recorder or a
CRT display to derive plots of signal level versus fre-
quency. Each measurement is represented by a dot in
the plot. The instrument can store up to 255 measure-
ment points and read them out repetitively at a fast
enough rate for flicker-free display on a non-storage
CRT (Fie. a).

Points continue to be stored as scans repeat, the ear-
liest points being replaced by new data when over
255 measurements have been made. It is thus possible
to make repetitive scans of group reference pilots
within a mastergroup, for example, and display
several measurements of each pilot simultaneously.
Any short-term level variations in any of the pilots, or
of any other signals, would immediately be apparent.
A flashing, circular marker indicates the point cur-
rently being measured, and its identity is displayed
by the front-panel indicators. The marker can be
positioned with single-step keys to identify points of
interest on the display.



Fig.4. Ihis display on the optional CRT monitor shows signal
levels in the 60 channels of a supergroup. Most channels are
not in use and lie at the idle noise level (the short horizontal
line at left is the reference level at -20 dBm). Channels with
several dots in a vertical line are speech channels while the
three bright dots at top are data channels. The vertical scale
is 10 dBldiv.

All of the measurement modes described for scAN
operation may also be used when the system operates
in the sPECTRUM mode.

Stimulus and Response
The new SLMS can also work with a suitable signal

source to measure frequency response, gain/loss, har-
monic distortion. and crosstalk. All of these mea-
surements can be made automatically when the
SLMS and the generator are working together in a cal-
culator-based system. The new SLMS is equipped to
work with the HP Interface Bus (Hewlett-Packard's
implementation of IEEE Standard 488-1.s75). This en-
ables its use with a calculator in automatic test sys-
tems, allowing complex measurement sequences to
be made without operator intervention.

Frequency response can be measured with just the
generator and the SLMS. Two modes of operation are
possible. In one, the SLMS acting as a controller tunes
a compatible generator by way of the HP Interface
Bus. In the other, the two operate "open loop", with
the SLMS slaving itself to the generator output by
way of the signal path.

In open-loop tracking, the SLMS operating in the
seECTRUM mode is set to step through the selected
range of frequencies and the generator is set to step
through the same range with the same step size but at
a slower rate than the SLMS (typically at 1 s per step).
The SLMS will not display a measurement result
until it makes two successive measurements that lie
within selected l imits. Once this has been done. it
steps to the next frequency and again waits until it
is able to complete two more successful measure-
ments. In this way, it follows the signal source with-
out any interconnection other than the signal path.

The open-loop mode can also be used for offset
tracking, where the generator and SLMS are not
tuned to the same frequency because of a frequency
translation in the device under test.

When controlling a generator through the interface
bus, the SLMS can also accommodate a situation where
the tested device may require an appreciable amount
of time to settle down after a change in driving fre-
quency. When the swrep switch is changed to the
srAB TEST position, the SLMS will not step to a new
frequency until it makes two successive measure-
ments that not only lie within the selected limits but
that are also within 0.2 dB of each other (within 0.05
dB with the avnRacING switch set to LoNG). This then
assures that the item under test has settled at the new
frequency before the measurement is completed.

Calculating Non-Standard Pilots
When multiplexed group pilots are being mea-

sured, a front-panel switch allows the operator to
select the pilot frequency appropriate for the system
under test and the SLMS will then calculate and
select the correct measulement frequencies. For ex-
ample, if group 3 of supergroup 13 in mastergroup 5
is selected, the instrument tunes itself to 1.4,271..91
kHz, the frequency of the reference pilot of that group
in the Bell System L4 FDM plan. If, on the other hand,
the group number had not been entered, the SLMS
would have tuned to 14,1,75.92 kHz, the supergroup
reference pilot in the same system.

Two baseband group pilot frequencies are com-
monly used in FDM systems: 84.08 kHz and 104.08
kHz. Either of these can be selected by the front-panel
pu,or select switch for use by the SLMS when calcu-
lating pilot frequencies. There are many other pilot
frequencies in use, howevet, so the SLMS provides
for them with a NoN-srD position of the pr-ot select
switch. With this, any other frequency can be entered
into a pilot storage register through the numeric key-
board and pressing the trtoN srD PILor pushbutton.
This frequency is then used for calculating group
pilots.

This facility also permits other useful measure-
ments to be made. For example, by entering 0 kHz
into the pilot register, the instrument can be set to

scan suppressed-carrier channel frequencies, thus
measuring carrier leaks. Also, by choice of an appro-
priate frequency for the pilot register, the SLMS will
scan the intersupergroup slots.

Audio Outputs
A demodulated version of the signal in the channel

being measured is applied to an internal loudspeaker

and to a front-panel connector. The loudspeaker pro-

vides a quick method of telling whether the channel
is carrying speech, data, tones, or noise. The front-



panel output can be used for other measurements
such as jitter, group delay, and transients. The de-
modulator automatically reinserts a carrier either
above or below the signal spectrum as appropriate
so the demodulated signal is always "erect" regard-
less of whether the channel is normal or inverted.
This has the advantage of permitting true weighted
measurements, either C-message or CCITT psopho-

metric, instead of the usual approximate "equiva-
lent bandwidth" measurements (both of the above-
mentioned filters are available as options).

Phase Jitter
An optional feature provides for the measurement

of phase jitter on a suitable test tone injected into a
voice channel. The reading is displayed on a meter
with full-scale ranges of 3o and 30o peak-to-peak.
The jitter of carriers and pilots may also be measured.

Instrument Organization
A simplif ied block diagram of the Model 3745A is

shown in Fig. 5. It has three major sections: a pre-
c is ion mul t ip le-convers ion superheterodyne re-
ceiver, a programmable frequency synthesizer that
supplies highly accurate and stable local oscil lator
signals for the receiver, and a microprocessor-based
controller that also includes the LED display. The

microprocessor is itself controlled either from the
front-panel keyboard or through the HP Interface Bus.
These blocks are described in the following articles.
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Selective Level Measuring Set
by Hugh P. Walker

Designing Precision into a

IKE ANY TUNABLE RECEIVER, the purpose of
a selective level measuring set (SLMS) is to

select a wanted signal with minimum distortion
while rejecting unwanted signals to the maximum
degree possible. In the case of measurements on fre-
quency-division multiplexed systems, the SLMS
must measure voice channels 3.1 kHz wide separated
from adjacent channels by only 900 Hz and with car-
rier leaks and pilot signals only 300 Hz from the band
edges. It must reject adjacent traffic by at least 60 dB
when checking the background noise in a telephone
channel, and reject the pilots and carrier leaks, which
are usually more than to dB below the traffic level, by
at least 50 dB.

The high degree of selectivity is achieved, as in a
communications receiver, by converting the fre-
quency of the input signal through a series of inter-
mediate-frequency stages to a fixed frequency where
the filtering can be carried out effectively. Apart from

that, the design of an SLMS follows rather different
principles from the design of a communications re-
ceiver because its purpose is to measure signal
levels with high accuracy. Thus, instead of an AGC
system to adjust the signal level appropriately, it
uses precision attenuators.

Even so, errors in level measurements may arise.
These can be caused by several sources, including
cumulative errors in attenuators, compression in the
amplifier chain, and nonlinearity in the final detec-
tor. Additional errors may be caused by various spur-
ious responses when low-level signals are being mea-
sured in the presence of strong unwanted signals. De-
scribed in the box on page L2, these must be con-
sidered when planning the block diagram of the
SLMS receiver.
Receiver Plan

A block diagram of the receiver portion of the
Model 3745AlB SLMS is shown in Fig. L. The re-

lnputs

To Maln-
Procegsor

7.4 kHz

3.7 kHz 
O

(

) Output

To Main
Procesaol

Fig.'l , Block diagram of the receiver portion of the Model 3745A Selective Level Measuring Set



ceiver has three sections. The first of these is the front
end, which includes the autoranging attenuator and
the first mixer. The mixer converts input signals
between '1, kHz and 25 MHz upwards to a constant
61.1017s-MHz intermediate frequency. The second
section converts the 61.10175-MHz signal down to
5.55 kHz and 487 Hzfor filtering. It includes mixers,
amplifiers, the filters, an attenuator and a program-
mable amplifier for autoranging gain adjustment,
and the rms detector. The final section includes a
logarithmic A-to-D converter and autoranging con-
trol circuits.

Receiver Front End
Two inputs to the receiver are provided. One is

an unbalanced zs0 input and the second is a bal-
anced input, either 724A or 13bO, used mainly with
U.S. multiplex equipment. A relay selects one or the
other as the active input. The balanced input uses a
pair of transistors in a differential-input-to-single-
ended-output configuration that rejects longitudinal
fcommon-mode) signals by  0 dB.

A switchable attenuator preceding the first mixer
adjusts the input signal level to prevent overload. A
sample of the total power reaching the input mixer is
taken to a thermopile that provides a proportional dc
output. This is checked against high and low thresh-
olds by an algorithmic state machine that in turn con-
trols the relay-switched precision attenuator. The at-
tenuator introduces up to 40 dB of attenuation in
10-dB steps and operates independently of the auto-
range circuit, to be described later, so the input cir-
cuits are protected against overload at all t imes. Con-
trol l ines also feed the main processor to adjust the
display of the measured level according to the at-
tenuator setting.

The thermopile output can also be displayed to
show the total broadband power in the input signal.

Following the attenuator, a fifth-order elliptic low-
pass fi l ter rejects image frequencies in the L2O:|.SO
MHz band and also signals at the 01.1-MHz first IF.
A fixed bridged-T equalizer compensates for non-
flatness in the input cables, attenuator and filters.

The signal next goes to the input amplifier which
by means of a "totem-pole" output stage and a large
amount of negative feedback achieves low inter-
modulation, typically -100 dB. Besides buffering the
mixer from the input, it provides about 10 dB of gain,
thereby improving the receiver noise figure. Adjust-
able RLC networks in the feedback path compensate
for non-flatness at the low and high ends of the fre-
quency band,

The signal is up-converted in the first mixer to a
constant 61.'LO'J.75 MHz, providing a wide separation
between the input signal and its image frequency
thereby enabling effective rejection of the image fre-

quency. The mixer uses the familiar diode-ring con-
figuration with transmission-line transformers and
matched Schottky diodes to maintdin a mixer balance
of better than 40 dB.

Nonlinearities in such a mixer occur primarily be-
cause of phase modulation of the switching function
by the input signal. This is minimized by driving the
bridge with a 6V p-p square-wave local oscillator
signal that has a switching time of only 1 ns. As a re-
sult, third-order modulation products are typically
only -100 dB.

A profusion of harmonics results from the high-
level switching. These could readily cause spurious
frequencies with harmonics of the second local oscil-
lator as the receiver is tuned across its range. The
spurious frequencies are held below -90 dB by a low-
pass filter at the output of the first mixer, by extensive
filtering of the power supply lines, and by mounting
the input sections in die-cast boxes with bulkhead
connectors to reduce ground cuments.

lF Section
The 61.1-MHz IF is converted to the final center fre-

quency by a number of frequency convelsions, the
number of conversions required being determined by
the required image rejection and available filter tech-
nology. It would be desirable to use as few conver-
sions as possible to minimize the noise, spurious fre-
quencies and non-linearities that each mixer can in-
troduce but this requires a large ratio of adjacent in-
termediate frequencies, which would then place the
image frequencies quite close to the desired fre-
quency. The very high Q of crystal filters would

lF2 Out

-vat

Fig, 2. Iranslstor mixer uses the
differential amplifier to suppress
in the output.

common-mode action of a
the local oscillator signal



enable adequate rejection of close-in image frequen-
cies but it would be very difficult to obtain the flat in-
band response required for an SLMS. It was therefore,
decided to use L-C fi l ters and make adjacent IF ratios
10  o r  20  to  1 .

The receiver  IF 's  are 61.1.01.75 MH2,6.101.75MH2,
1,.10175 MHz (48-kHz group fi l ter), ' l .O'1..75 kHz, 5.55
kHz (3,1-kHz channel f i l ter), and 487 Hz (22-Hzpilol
f i l ter). The first three conversions require local oscil-
lator frequencies of 5 5 , 5 , and '1, MH4 all of which are
obtained from the synthesizer reference section. The
remaining local oscil lator frequencies are 96.2 and
5.063 kHz, both derived from a 6.1568-MHz crystal
oscil lator.

A diode mixer similar to the first mixer is used for
the second mixer. At the lower frequencies encoun-
tered in the remaining mixers, transistor switching
mixers, of the type shown in Fig. 2, car, be used. In
this type of circuit, mixing is performed by using
the local oscil lator signal to switch the current source
supplying the differential pair. The local oscil lator
signal and noise generated during switching tran-
sit ions are suppressed by common-mode action at the
differential output. As a result, for input signals of

Fig.3. Configuration of a typical lF bandpass filter used in
the new SLMS. fhe filter has stopband nolches below the
passband that suppress rmage frequencies and lF feed-
through. The CRT display shows the frequency response of
the 101 .7S-kHz bandpass filter which has staggered notches
to broaden the stopband (vertical scale; 10 dBldiv; horizontd
scale; 1 kHzldiv).

700 mV p-p, third-order intermodulation products
are approximately -90 dB. This configuration also
provides some gain as well as good isolation.

Filtering
Image frequencies and IF feedthrough are rejected

by bandpass fi l ters of the type shown in Fig. 3. These
have notches below the passband to give about 90 dB
suppression of the image frequency of the following
mixer. The response of one of the fi l ters is also shown
in Fig.  3.

Where possible, a Gaussian filter roll-off character-

istic is used so that alignment can be simply a matter

of adjusting for maximum response. Simple low-pass
fi lters are also added in some cases to improve the re-
jection of the higher-frequency harmonics.

Many of the filters use ferrite pot cores. These have
good stabil ity and provide high Q but they can also
cause intermodulation because of their nonlinear B-H
characteristics. This problem was partially alleviated
by using larger cores with air gaps. The design goal of
less than -90 dB intermodulation products was

achieved by holding the signal at a fairly low level.
This necessitated keeping thermal noise at an accept-
ably low level, accomplished by minimizing fi l ter in-
sertion loss and by following each filter with a low-
noise amplifier that matches the filter impedance
through combinations of shunt and series feedback.
The resulting noise figure is about 2 dB.

The measurement bandwidths are provided by
filters designed to meet the requirements of FDM
communications systems. The group fi l ter, intended
for a quick scan of group powers when checking for
high levels, is a fourth-order Chebyshev filter with a
bandwidth of +s kHz between -3-dB points. The
channel f i l ter, centered on 5.55 kHz, required an
eleventh-order ell iptic design to achieve the neces-
sary discrimination. It is f lat across 3.1 kHz, rejects

Fig,4. Double exposure photo shows the response of the
channel filter at 10 dBldiv and at 1 dBldiv. (Horizontal
scale: 1 kHzldiv).
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adjacent channels by more than 67 dB, and suppresses
any carrier leak (virtual carrier) by more than 55 dB. It
is a lossless, equally terminated ladder filter that uses
a two-section, adjustable equalizer to compensate for
the drooping response corners caused by finite Q. The
response is shown in Fig. 4. Alignment is straight-
forward using the stopband notches as tuning points.

Single-sideband demodulation of the channel sig-
nal is carried out by mixing the filtered channel with
a3.7-kHz (USB) or 7 .4-kHz (LSB) carrier and low-pass
filtering the result. The carriers are obtained by divi-
sion of the.6.1568-MHz crystal oscil lator frequency.

The narrowband pilot filter is a fourth-order Cheby-
shev design, f lat with less than 0.1 dB p-p ripple
across a 22-Hz bandwidth centered on 487 Hz. The
3-dB bandwidth is 38 Hz and adjacent pilot rejection
(+60 Hz) is greater than 40 dB. It is an active fi l ter
using integrator-loop resonators that is an exact
analog of a passive L-C ladder design enjoying the
same advantage of low sensitivity to component
tolerances, unlike the conventional realization by
stagger-tuned sections. The filter is tuned easily by
decoupling each resonator and tuning Io 487 Hz.

Level Measurement
Gain adjustment in the IF section is provided in

10-dB steps by a precision 40-dB attenuator in the
1.10175-MHz IF path preceding the 48-kHz group
filter. It uses diode-switched zr pads. A programmable
audio amplif ier gives precise 1O-dB steps up to 50 dB
following final filter selection. Gain switching is
under control of the autoranging logic, described
Iater.

Level measurement over the 1O-dB range between
gain steps is carried out by the circuit shown in Fig, 5.

Fig. 5, Power level detector
matches a precise fraction of its
dc output to the rms value of the
input  s igna l  in  th is  feedback
arrangement. To preserve the
excellent linearity of the thermo-
pile (<0.01 dB error over a 1)-dB
range), a precision lC operational
amplifier that minimizes offsels
and thermal drift is used.

The fi l tered signal is applied to the heating element
of one of a matched pair of thin-film thermopiles shar-
ing a common substrate. The other thermopile is
heated by the divided-down output of a precision dc
amplifier. The thermopile outputs are compared at
the input to this amplifier so the dc output auto-
matically adjusts to make the two thermopile out-
puts equal. Thus, the amplifier dc output is propor-
tional to the rms value of the ac signal supplied to the
measuring thermopile.

The amplifier that drives the thermopile handles
signals from 487 kHz to more than 1. MHz and can
reproduce noise peaks 13 dB above the normal
10-dBm maximum output level with low distortion
(-80 dB, third order). The output is dc coupled to
the thermopile, a zero dc output level being main-
tained by IC1 in the feedback path.

Measurement Sequence
The sequence of events during a measurement is

controlled by the autorange circuit. Once the main
processor initiates a measurement, it takes no further
action until it receives a data transfer signal, at which
time it displays the measurement results.

When a measurement is initiated, first the synthe-
sizer is tuned according to the indicated measure-
ment frequency. This takes 16 ms, Tuning is followed
by a series of up to nine autoranging steps for setting
the IF attenuator and programmable amplifier ac-
cording to the high and low threshold levels from the
thermopile detector. The thresholds are set approxi-
mately 13 dB apart to provide enough hysteresis to
prevent display instability around the range change
points. Each autorange step requires 32 or 64 ms,
depending on the filter selected.

1 1



Spurious Responses That Can
Perturb a Measurement

Errors can occur in measurements of signal level because of
the presence of various spurious signals within the measuring
instrument. The spurious signals described here must be con-
sidered in the design of a selective level measuring set.

Intermodulation and harmonic rccponses result trom non-
l inearit ies in the ampli f iers and mixers. The non-l inearit ies cause
signals lying outside the selected bandwidth to produce low-
level signals within the band.

2^
(fz - fr)

3to
(2fe - fr)

products should not be greater than -70 dB.
lmage and IF responses occur as a result of each frequency

conversion. l f ,  for example, a 6-MHz input is mixed with a s-lvlHz
local osci l lator signal to produce a 1-MHz lF, the 4-MHz image
frequency wil l 'also cause a 1-MHz response. In addit ion, i f
'1 -MHz were present at the input, i t  could leak into the lF because
of incomplete mixer balance, the usual case.

Both the image and so-cal led lF responses can be suppress-
ed by suitable f i l ter ing, but the greater the rat io between adja-
cent intermediate frequencies in a mult iconversion receiver, the
closer the image wil l  be to the wanted signal, and the more
diff icult  i t  becomes to suppress.

Harmonic responses may also occur. l f  a 16-MHz signal were
present at the input in the above example, i t  could mix with the
1S-MHz third harmonic of the s-MHz local osci l lator signal
(strongly present in a switching mixer) to give a 1-MHz lF.

Al l  of these responses can be minimized by bandpass f i l ter-
ing and appropriate choice of intermediate frequencies.

Mixer spurious occur when harmonics of a stgnal at the input
mix with local-osci l lator harmonics (part icularly odd harmonics
in a switching mixer) to give a response at the lF frequency. To
return to the previous example, the third harmonic of 8 MHz
could mix with the f i f th harmonic of 5 MHz to produce 1 MHz.

Harmonics ol the input signal may be caused by the preced-
ing circuitry, or by the mixer i tself  in which case f i l ter ing of the
input would not help. This is usually a problem only with broad-
band mixers such as that found at a receiver front end.

Reciprocal mixing is an effect that occurs when a small
signal close to a strong, unwanted signal is being selected. The
problem occurs when there are phase-noise sidebands on the
local-osci l lator signal. These are transferred to the unwanted
signal during the f requency translat ion and may then fal l  within
the passband of the receiver even though the unwanted signal
i tself  is rejected. In effect, the local-osci l lator phase-noise
sidebands have the effect of broadening the receiver passband
and may well  be the l imit ing factor tn selectivi ty rather than the
shape factor of the f i l ters. Synthesizers, used because of their
programmabil i ty and better long{erm stabi l i ty, tend to be
poorer than a well-designed tuned osci l lator and therefore re-
quire careful design for this appl icat ion, as discussed in the
art icle beginning on page 13.
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The drawing shows a typical si tuation involving two signals,
f  ,  and fr,  processed by a nonl inear device. The intermodulat ion
products include frequencies that I ie close to the signals,
the third-order terms (2f '{r ,  2f2J1) being part icularly trouble-
some. Products higher than f i f th order are usually negl igible.

Each of the signals at the output of a nonl inear device may be
represented by the polynomial:

V6 :  AV;n  +  BVn2 +  CVrn3 +  . . . , . .

For a 1O-dB increase in signal level in a given circuit ,  second-
order terms increase by 20 dB and third-order terms by 30 dB.
This relat ionship was used during the development of the new
Model 3745A/B SLMS by operating the circuits 10 dB above
working level to make the intermodulat ion products readi ly
measurable on a spectrum analyzer. For a compression in the
fundamental of less than 0.01 dB, third-order intermodulat ion

I

Once an in-range condition is established, further
autorange periods are allowed for ensuring that the
detector has settled. When a third consecutive period
has elapsed in a valid state, the A-to-D conversion is
initiated. This conversion combines the functions of
averaging, logarithmic conversion, and analog-to-
digital conversion. The digital result is transferred to
the processor where it is combined with the attenua-
tor settings for display of the measured level.
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Designing a Quiet Frequency Synthesizer
for a Selective Level Measuring Set
by John H. Coster

tTr HE HIGH TUNING ACCURACY and resolution
f- required for the Model 3745A Selective Level

Measuring Set, along with the requirement for micro-
processor control, dictated the use of a frequency
synthesizer for the local oscillator.

The Model 3745A was designed so that only the
first local oscillator needs to be tunable while the re-
maining local-oscillator frequencies are fixed. A first
Iocal-osci l lator f requency range of 0t . tozzs to
86.10175 MHz was established by the input tuning
range of r kHz to 25 MHz and the first intermediate
frequency of ot.rorzs MHz. Because the narrowest
filter had a 3-dB bandwidth of gg Hz, a frequency re-
solution of t0 Hz was chosen for the synthesizer.

The indirect synthesis technique used in many
other synthesizersl'2 is also used here because of its
simpler structure and lower cost. The relatively slow
frequency-switching speed of an indirect synthesizer
as compared to a direct synthesizer is not important
in view of the time required in the SLMS for filter

Relerence Loop

t0 MHz to
Receiver

110 MHz to
R6celvel

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the synthesizer used for generating local oscillator f requencies in the
Model 37454 Se/ective Level Measuring Set. /f ls tuned by digit-serial data sent from the instru-

ment's processor and stored in shift registers on the decoder board.

settling, autoranging, and A-to-D conversion.

Synthesizer Organization
The general plan of the synthesizer is depicted in

Fig. 1. There are three divider Ioops (N1-N3), two

summing loops (SL1, SL2), and one reference loop'
All the frequencies are referenced to the master oscil-
lator, a 10-MHz, oven-controlled, quartz oscillator
module (HP Model H36-10544) of high stabil ity
(aging rate (1.5 x1O7lyearJ and high spectral purity

ISSB phase noise more than 115 dBlHz down 1.0H2
from carrier).

The 110-MHz reference-loop oscillator is phase-

locked to the master oscillator. It uses a fifth overtone
crystal and has a small pull range (+1.5 kHz or 13
ppm), typical of an overtone crystal oscillator, To
allow operation over a practical ambient temperature
range, the crystal is enclosed in a specially developed
miniature on-board oven set at 80oC. The oven uses
proportional control and reaches operating tempera-
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Fig.2. Divider loops (a) use digital dividers to obtatn a sub-
multiple of the output frequency. The result of comparing this
to the reference frequency controls the voltage-tuned oscil-
lator (VTO), giving an output frequency that is an exact mul-
tiple of the reference frequency. Summing loops (b) use a
VTO controlled by a phase comparator to derive a f requency
that is the sum of a divider loop output and a decade sub-
multiple of the previous frequency (see Fig. 1).

ture in about four minutes after switch-on, one
minute sooner than the master oscil lator.

The 110-MHz reference also supplies the frequen-
cies needed to derive the fixed second, third, and
fourth local-oscillator frequencies for the receiver.

Each divider loop consists of a voltage-tuned oscil-
lator that is phase-locked to a reference via a program-
mable frequency divider, as shown in Fig. 2a. The
output frequency is thus a multiple of the reference
frequency, the multiplication factor being deter-
mined by the data fed to the programmable divider.
To speed-up a change of frequency, the oscil lator is
pretuned by a voltage derived from a digital-to-ana-
log converter controlled by the digital data.

Each summing loop (Fig. 2b) derives a frequency
that is in effect the sum of the frequency from its ad-
jacent divider loop and a submultiple of the pre-
ceding frequency.

Spurious Signals
Obviously there are several oscillators and many

frequencies involved in deriving the single output
frequency of the synthesizer for the SLMS. To achieve
accuracy in level measurements, the synthesizer had
to meet stringent requirements with regard to spur-
ious outputs and phase noise, A spurious signal that
l ies within the selected SLMS bandwidth as seen at
the first IF would give rise to a receiver output when
no input is present. A spurious signal outside this
range can give rise to a spurious response by recipro-
cal mixing if an input is present (see box, page 12).
To ensure that the Model 3745A would meet its speci-
f i ca t i ons ,  spu r i ous  s igna l s  i ns ide  the  IF  band -
width had to be more than 102 dB below the synthe-
sizer output, which is at +6 dBm, and those outside
the band had to be at least 80 dB down.

For the same reasons, spurious signals accompany-
ing the fixed local-oscillator signals from the refer-
ence loop had to be more than 102 dB down.

There are two principal paths by which spurious
signals can reach the synthesizer output, assuming
no coupling through power supplies or ground loops.
The first is by way of the amplifiers in the second
summing loop (SL2). The second is via the control
voltage to the SL2 oscil lator. Any spurious signals on
this l ine wil l modulate the oscil lator, causing un-
wanted s idebands.

An example is shown by Fig. 3. The synthesizer is
tuned to 86 MHz, which causes the output of the Ne
loop to be 84 MHz. The 84-MHz signal, typically at
+6 dBm, is applied to the L port of the SL2 mixer and it
appears at the R port but reduced by the degree of
L-to-R mixer balance. It may then reach the synthe-
sizer output, reduced further in level by the reverse
isolation of amplif ier 1 but amplif ied by the gain
in amplif ier 2. The mixer balance is typically 46 dB
and the sum of the isolation and gain of the amplif ier
is  typ ical ly  -75 dB,  g iv ing an output  of  - rZr  dB
referenced to *6 dBm, or an absolute level of -115

dBm. This is well within the requirements of the

2 MHz from
SLI Loop

Fig. 3. Spurlous outpuls can be generated at the SL2
output by direct feedthrough of the N3 frequency by way of
the mixer and by modulation of the VTO by feedthrough
of the phase-detector switching frequency.
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synthesizer,
This same example also i l lustrates how a spurious

output can be generated by way of the oscil lator con-
trol l ine (error signal). With the synthesizer tuned to
86 MHz, the phase detector operates at 2 MHz. The
phase detector is a digital device that generates a
2-MHz pulse train with the pulse width proportional

to the phase difference between the input signals.
Thus, there can be a 2-MHz component on the oscil la-
tor's dc control l ine that would frequency modulate
the oscil lator, giving a first pair of sidebands at 84 and
88 MHz. Obviously, good fi l tering of the dc control
I ine is a necessity. In the SLMS synthesizer, un-
wanted signals on this l ine are rejected 110 dB.

The N3 loop frequencies l ie outside the IF band-
width because they occur in 1-MHz steps so feed-
through of these signals causes spurious responses
only by reciprocal mixing when an input signal is
present. An in-band spurious can be generated in the
SL2 mixer, however, causing a spurious response
when no input is present. When the synthesizer is

tuned to 66.89825 MHz, for example, the N3 output is
64,00000 MHz and the phase detector operates at
2.89825 MHz. The currents circulating in the mixer
as a result of these two signals can also mix, produc-

ing at the R port a 61.10175-MHz difference fre-
quency, the same as the IF center frequency. If the
reverse isolation of amplifier 1 is insufficient, this
frequency could appear at the synthesizer output.
Measurements indicate that in the new SLMS this
spurious is approximately -114 dB referenced to the
synthesizer output.

Spurious signals can also be generated by unwant-
ed signals from the SLz mixer beating with harmon-
ics of the wanted signal in the phase detector. The
beat frequency appears on the oscil lator control l ine,
and modulates the oscil lator. This is prevented by
appropriate fi l tering of the mixer output.

Phase Noise
Phase noise on the synthesizer output would de-

grade the receiver selectivity by reciprocal mixing, as
discussed on page 1,2.ln any of the loops within the
synthesizer, phase noise on the input frequencies ap-
pears on the loop output, modified by the loop's low-
pass transfer function.

In the case of a divide loop, phase noise on the refer-
ence input is increased by 20 log.oN dB at the output
because of the effective multiplication of the refer-
ence frequency.3 Five of the synthesizer loops are
locked to the 500-kHz reference, so this signal was
made as noise-free as possible by use of a crystal oscil-
l a to r  and  by  use  o f  l ow-no i se  Scho t t ky  d iodes
in the phase detector.

The outputs of the N1, N2, and SL1 loops are divid-
ed down in frequency, reducing their phase noise.

Thus the N3 and SL2 loops are the main contributors
to output phase noise so special care was taken to mini-
mize the phase noise produced by these two loops.
In this type of phase-lock loop, the VTO phase noise
close in to the carrier is greater than the reference but
further away, it drops below the reference. The loop
response was therefore designed to cut off at the
crossover point so below that point, the noise is
limited to that of the reference and above, the noise is
that of the VTO. Thus, total noise output is minimized.

The pretune loops are fi l tered to suppress any
noise from the pretune digital-to-analog converters.
These fi l ters would normally increase the settl ing
time of the loops, but this is avoided by shorting out
the filters during frequency changes.

As a general precaution, the power supplies are
heavily decoupled by fi l ters on a separate board to
prevent power supply noise generated in the rest of
instrument-e.g. the strobed display-from reaching
the loop circuits.

As a resul t  o f  these measures,  the synthesizer
output phase noise is typically - 76 dB referred to the
carrier in a 3.1-kHz band centered q kHz from the car-
rier. This is equivalent to about -110 dB/VHz,4kHz
from the carrier.
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Making the Most of Microprocessor
Control
by David G. Dack

TUSTA FEW YEARS AGO, ANINSTRUMENT that

I performed the way the Model 3745A Selective
Level Measuring Set does would most probably have
been under the control of a minicomputer. The built-
in frequency plans, the automatic sequencing of mea-
surements, and the automatic control of peripherals
could have been realized only by a minicomputer
controll ing a programmable receiver and a separate
synthesizer.

Today, all of the measurement functions are con-
centrated into a single unit that can be taken to the sig-
nals to be tested. The computer has shrunk to three
printed circuit boards occupying but a small fraction
of the instrument volume. Indeed, there is no need at
all for the user to be aware that a computer is there.
The all- important human interface is accomplished
with pushbuttons labeled with words dedicated to
the communication testing problem, rather than with
a general -purpose a lphanumer ic  keyboard.  The
whole impression is one of operating a single instru-
ment, rather than a computer system.

System Architecture
During the design phase, however, the systems

aspects of the instrument were emphasized rather
than deemphasized. All the usual systems analysis
techniques were required to match computation time
to data rates, split tasks between hardware and soft-
ware, and define precisely the interface rules be-
tween various modules.

The processor organization is shown in Fig. 1.
The final choice of architecture centered around a
commercia l ly-avai lable,  a-b i t  microprocessor .  A
direct-memory access scheme was used, however, for
the annunciators and 7-segment numeric displays.
Without direct memory access, the processor would
have had to spend all of its t ime strobing the displays
rather than performing its primary function of calcu-
lating the receiver tuning frequencies. Even so, it was
necessary to "pipeline" the operations of the proces-
sor and receiver so that the processor can be working
out the next tuning frequency while the receiver is
making a measurement. With the "pipeline" always
full, no time is wasted by the processor in waiting for
other sections to complete their tasks. In other re-
spects, the basic design of the microprocessor system
conforms to current practice and need not be de-
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Fig. 1. Organization of the processor in the Model 3745AlB SLMS



scribed in detail here.
The CPU and supporting chips are on one circuit

board.  A second board has input /output  c i rcu i ts
for distributing control signals to the rest of the in-
strument. The memory, which consists of f ive 16K-bit
ROM chips and five 1K-bit RAM chips, is confined to
a third board. A major advantage of confining all the
memory to one board was that it could be replaced by
a minicomputer during prototype development. The
minicomputer served as a programmable memory
that allowed refinement of the software before it had
to be committed to mask-programmed ROMs.

The three processor circuit boards are mounted on
the back of the swing-up keyboard, forming a unit
that can be assembled and tested independently of
the rest of the instrument.

LED Display
An obvious approach to activating the twenty-two

7-segment digits and 19 annunciators of the display
was to use a strobing technique. The direct memory
access takes advantage of the fact that access time of
the semiconductor memory is small compared to the
time the memory is not being used by the micro-
processor.

Each digit or annunciator is allocated a specific lo-
cation in RAM. A number to be displayed is placed in
the appropriate memory location by the microproces-
sor once only, so no further overhead in the system
software is required. The display processor waits
unti l the microprocessor is not using the RAM, then it
supplies the data to the display control board for the
strobed display.

Interfacing
From the beginning, the HP Interface Bus, Hewlett-

Packard's implementation of IEEE Standard 488-
1975, was considered an essential part of the instru-
ment. By adapting this standard as a means of con-
troll ing peripherals and receiving commands from
external controllers, both hardware and software
could be made simpler than that required for dedi-
cated interfaces for each peripheral.

The IEEE standard specifies state diagrams that
indicate the state transitions and actions to be ini-
t iated when interface messages are transferred, but
the designer is free to implement these state diagrams
in any way available to him. The approach taken with
the SLMS was to identify those functions that require
responses within a few hundred nanoseconds, which
would be too fast for today's microprocessors, and
implement them in hardware. The remaining state
diagrams were then implemented in software.

Serviceabil ity
There is more to the design task than developing an

instrument that can make certain measurements. The
designers must recognize that during the l ifetime of

an instrument it wil l need servicing, The design
should not only stress reliabil i ty to minimize servic-
ing, but it should simplify as much as possible the ser-
vicing that is required.

The microprocessor gave the Model 3745A SLMS
greater  measurement  and funct ional  capabi l i ty
but made the instrument more complex technically.
However,  the microprocessor  a lso makes i t  pos-
sible to include self-test routines that greatly simpli-
fy servicing procedures. For example, pressing the
key  sequence  MEAS/HALT  TRANS dBm MEAS-HALT
causes the instrument to measure its own I-MHz,
-30-dBm, internal standard. For this test to be suc-
cessful, the three major sections of the receiver-
processor, receiver, synthesizer-must be in work-
ing order.

Synthesizer operation can be quickly verif ied inde-
pendently by unplugging the synthesizer control
board and reinserting it upside down. This hardwires
the control l ines of the synthesizer to give a frequency
of  gz. totzS MHz,  tuning the receiver  to 1 MHz.  I f
operation is not correct, each ofthe synthesizer loops
can be checked with a counter to take the fault f inding
down to the loop level.

The display can also operate independently. When
the normal data and clock inputs are disconnected, an
internal clock takes over and operates the display. As
shown in Fig. 2, a data switch allows static data to be
placed on the input l ines for checking the single and
7-segment LEDs, and a plug-in card provides a dyna-
mic display for display verif ication and troubleshoot-
ing. In this way, the display can be checked indepen-
dently and then used with confidence for micro-
processor init iated tests of the rest of the system.

Microprocessor Tests
Once the display operation is verif ied, it may

be used with the microprocessor for verifying opera-

tion of the microprocessor itself. A bank of switches

on the processor board behind the front panel, ac-

cessed by swinging up the panel, is used to select

simple programs for exercising the processor' Most of

the processor functions can be shown to be working

correctly by running these programs.
The most important of these is the ROM test. Since

the entire operation of the instrument depends on the

contents of the read-only memories, it is clearly

evident that there must be some way of checking that

all 10,000 of the program words are correct. Fortun-

ately, the majority of common faults can be detected

at virtually no cost by simply including a single check
word in each ROM. This check word, which can be

anywhere in the ROM, is selected to make the parity

of each column of data in the ROM equal to one. The

test program then checks that the parity is indeed one

and indicates on the display whether or not each



Test Switches

ROM passes the test.
This simple test detects a surprising number of

faults, for example:
r Any single bit error;
r Any word error;
r Any output l ine stuck at 1 or 0;
r Any address l ine stuck at L or 0.

In addition, there is a high degree of probabil ity of
detecting a number of other faults, for example:

r Address l ines shorted together;
r Data l ines shorted together;
r Multiple random errors.

The ROM test gives a high degree of confidence that
the ROM programs are error-free before using them to
test other functions, and ultimately to operate the
instrument.

A test program for the random-access memory
loads an incrementing number into sequential RAM
locations and reads the numbers back later, check-
ing for correctness. The program repeats continuously,
changing the starting values so eventually every pos-
sible combination of data bits is loaded into every
RAM location. If a fault is located, the test program
loops on that point so the address of the fault can be
found with an oscil loscope.

Since the display is also looking at the memory
through direct memory access, it displays a sequence
of digits when the program is running and halts if a
fault is found.

A keyboard test assigns a two-digit display number
to each pushbut ton;  d isp lay of  the appropr iate
digits indicates proper operation as each pushbutton
is pressed. The program also assigns each switch to
one of the digits in the display. As the switch is
moved, the digit changes from 0 to 4, for a five-posi-
tion switch, to indicate proper operation. Since none

Fig. 2. Direct memory access
allows display of measurement
information during t imes that
the microprocessor is not using
memory. When the display is
unplugged from the processor, it
can operate from its own internal
clock with data placed on the input
Iines by the lest sw?ches or by a
link to the address /lnes.

of the switches has more than five positions, the
number 5 is used to indicate an open circuit or that a
switch is stuck halfway between two positions.

Once microprocessor  operat ion has been ver i -
f ied, other programs can be used to test other parts
of the system. Another program checks the operation
of the optional X-Y display output. The program
generates a sequence of consecutive numbers that
causes the CRT display to trace diagonal l ines. Thus
every bit in the D-to-A converters is exercised, and
any dropped bits or nonlinearities are immediately
apparent.
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Real-Time Multi-User BASIC
Easy-to-learn, interactive BASIC is now available as a
programming languagefor HP computer systems operating
under the real-time executive operating syslems, RTE-ll
and RTE-Il l.

by James T. Schultz

I l  ASIC, THE EASY-TO-LEARN, interactive com-
Ll puter programming language, has played a sig-
nificant role in Hewlett-Packard computer products
since 1968. In one form or another, it is available as a
programming language on HP 2000-Series Time-
shared Systems, HP 9500-Series Automatic Test Sys-
tems, HP 8500-Series Network and Spectrum Ana-
lyzers, HP 3000 Computer Systems, and the HP
9830A Calculator. However, unti l recently only a l im-
ited, core-based version was available for real-time
applications such as sensor data acquisit ion, labora-
tory automation, and process control.

Real-time BASIC, a new BASIC system for HP
9600-Series Real-Time Measurement and Control
Systems and HP 9700 Dist r ibuted Systems,  now
places at the disposal of the BASIC user all the ca-
pabil it ies of a sophisticated, disc-based, real-time
mul t iprogramming computer  system. Real- t ime
BASIC features multi-terminal operation, real-time
scheduling of BASIC language tasks, communica-
tion between BASIC and non-BASIC programs and
data, scheduling of other BASIC or non-BASIC pro-
grams from a BASIC program, input and output to a
wide variety of peripheral devices, simulation of
subroutine calls for checkout of programs, and tracing
and breakpoint setting for program debugging.

A primary consideration in the design of real-time
BASIC was that it be as quick and easy as possible to
develop programs for storing, protecting, and retriev-
ing data. Also taken into consideration was the fact
that a great many persons are familiar with HP auto-
matic test system BASIC as well as HP 2000 and
HP 3000 time-shared BASIC and their large existing
program libraries. For these reasons a high degree of
compatibil i ty was maintained between real-time
BASIC and existing HP BASIC systems.

Real-time multi-user BASIC operates under HP
real-time executive operating systems, RTE-II or RTE-

ilL1'2 These operating systems provide the BASIC
user with access to other powerful languages such
as FORTRAN or ALGOL. But the new BASIC is not
a real-time language merely because it operates under
RTE; what makes it real-time is that intrinsic to it is a
scheduler that allows the sequence of execution of
BASIC statements to be governed by the time of day
or by external events.

9600-Series Systems can have up to four real-time
BASIC terminals, each operating independently of
the others. Response time of approximately two sec-
onds can be expected from any terminal, depending
on what other operations and processes are being
executed by the system. Available to each terminal
are measurement  and contro l  devices and stan-
dard peripherals such as l ine printers and magnetic
tapes. Each terminal can lock specific devices so as to
isolate the user from interference from other termi-
nals or programs. Each terminal can communicate
with other terminals via disc fi les, provided security
codes assigned by the users match. For example, one
BASIC program may be taking data and placing it in
a disc fi le while another BASIC program on another
terminal may be reading that disc file and formatting
a report.

Subroutines and Functions
Frequently a procedure is used several times with-

in a program. Instead of rewrit ing the procedure each
time it is used, BASIC allows the user to write the
procedure once and then invoke that segment of code,
or subroutine, whenever the procedure is needed.
BASIC has two types of subroutines, internal and
external. Internal subroutines are written in BASIC
and accessed by the GOSUB statement. External sub-
rout ines may be wr i t ten in  assembly language,
FORTRAN, or ALGOL, and are accessed by the call
statement.



Any user can attach subroutines and functions to
BASIC to be used on his terminal. With this capabil-
ity the engineer or scientist can write his own spe-
cial programs in FORTRAN, ALGOL or assembly lan-
guage, or use one of HP's general-purpose programs
provided with BASIC to perform measurements and
thereby extend the usefulness of BASIC. The BASIC
system may have up to 26 separate and distinct sets
of subroutines and functions.

Individual BASIC programmers can modify the rep-
ertoire of BASlC-callable subprograms easily with-
out shutting down the system or interfering in any
way with other terminals or processes. All of the user-
defined subroutines attached to BASIC are generated
as disc-resident programs and may operate in a separate
partition of memory from BASIC, and therefore do
not require BASIC to be swapped to the disc prior to
their own execution. Up to 32 separate disc-resident
programs may be attached to any terminal, and a to-
tal of 0+ subroutines and functions may be grouped
together in any one disc-resident program (see Fig.
1). Usually the overlays, as the disc-resident pro-
grams that contain the subprograms are called, have
related routines grouped together. For example, digi-
tal input and output subprograms would be grouped
with the bit manipulation subprograms, thereby
avoiding excessive disc loading time during pro-
gram loops.

As may be expected on a system that has more than
one terminal. the time will come when a user finds
he can run BASIC but someone else is using the mea-

surement devices, or possibly he is preparing a pro-
gram on the central computer of a distributed system
for use on a satellite. In either case the user would
like to check out and debug his program as fully as
possible before running the program with instrumen-
tation. Real-time BASIC has a mode called "simula-
tion" to help the user in these cases. While in simula-
tion mode any subroutine call is executed as a no-
operation, the subroutine's name and parameter
list are printed out on the terminal, and execution of
the program is halted. The user may display or
modify any of the variables in the subroutine's pa-
rameter list and continue program execution. In this
way overall program flow may be checked without
instrumentation.

Of primary importance to the engineer is the ca-
pability to input and output digital and analog data.
Real-time BASIC makes this very simple by provid-
ing the user with an extensive library of BASIC-caIl-
able subroutines. Included are subroutines to input
and output bits, bytes, and words of data, to respond
to synchronous and asynchronous interrupts, and to
perform conversions and formatting of data. Also pro-
vided are routines for communication between BA-
SIC and a wide variety of peripheral devices.

Scheduling Tasks
Real-time BASIC's scheduler makes it possible to

execute predetermined tasks at a specified time or
upon occurrence of some event. A task may be any
group of BASIC statements terminated by a nnruRu

Fig. 1. Real-t ime BAS/C sup-
ports up to four independent
terminals. Any user can attach
subroutines and functions to
BASIC to be used on his terminal.
The system may have up to 26 sets
of subroutines and functions.
Each set is identified by a branch
table and a mnemonic table and
may consist of as many as 32 over-
lays, each containing up to 64
su broutines and functions.

Branch and
Mnamonic
Tables

Four
Separate
Users

up to 26 Tables
Avallable
for all Users
(Dlsc-Resldent
Oata Flles)

Up to 32 Disc-Resldant Overlays
to each B and M Table

Up to 6? Subroutinea
in each Dlsc-Resldent Overlay
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1o CALL TRNON (1000,  o84s0o)
2 0  P 1 = 1 7

Start Task 1000 at 8:45:OO AM
Initialize Peripheral Unit Number 1 1

statement. There are task control subroutines to start
a task after a specified delay, to turn on a task at a spe-
cific time of day, to execute a task upon receipt of an
external interrupt or when a key is pressed at a ter-
minal, to set the priority of execution of a task, and to
disable or enable scheduled tasks. The scheduling
functions of BASIC provide the means to monitor
and log results of processes, respond to alarms, and
perform many time-dependent operations. An exam-
ple of a program to log data on a remote terminal is:

The interpreter is organized in this fashion to pro-
vide maximum efficiency in memory use and mini-
mum time spent on disc accesses. Suppose a uper re-
quests that a program be executed, using the nuN
command. Control is transferred to the command seg-
ment, where the RUN command is parsed, Control is
then transferred to the pre-execut ion segments
where the necessary tables are constructed and ini-
tial verification of the program is performed. Then
the execute segment is requested and the program is
executed until an END or sroP statement or an error is
encountered, whereupon the END or error segment is
executed. Total elapsed access time is less than one-
half second.

The BASIC interpreter is a table-driven translator.
Processing is based on the fact that source statements
beginning with letters are commands, and state-
ments starting with numbers are program state-
ments. The first word of a statement or a command
uniquely determines which statement or command
has been entered; the one exception is the implied
LET statement, which is treated as a special case.

Processing begins with a search for commands or
statements in the appropriate tables. If no match is
found, control is passed to the mnemonic table to de-
termine if the source statement is a subroutine or
function call. If there is stil l no match, control
transfers to the syntax routine for the implied rnr
statement. If a match does occur, the address for the
syntax routine is supplied by the statement branch ta-
ble. Control is passed to that routine to check the syn-
tax and at the same time to build interpretive code for

Low Memory

High Memory

Fig. 2, The real-time BASIC interpreter cons/sls of nine
modules: a main module and eight segments. Each user pro-
gram has its own copy of the main module and the execution
segment, arranged in memory as shown here. The interpreter
is arrangedthisway to ptovide maximum efficiency in memory
use and minimum time spent ln disc accesses.

1 O O O  R E M  T A S K - - - -
1010 CALL START tr000,60) Restart Task 1000 in 60 seconds
1010 CALL AISQV (5 ,1 ,V t l ) .E)  Read ADC Channe ls  t  th rough 5
1020 FOR l :1  to  5
1030 PRINT#P1;  "CHANNEL" ;  I ; "=
1O5O NEXT I
1060 RETURN

V(l) Print Voltages On Peripheral Unit #1 1

Terminate Task 1o0o

This example illustrates task scheduling, instrumen-
tation input and output, and peripheral indepen-
dence.

Generally BASIC is run interactively from a CRT
terminal or teleprinter. Sometimes, however, the user
may want to run BASIC under control of a predefined
set of BASIC commands stored in a disc fi le. This
might be desirable where a BASIC program devel-
oped by a computer professional is being used by
manufacturing or clerical personnel. In this case the
program developer can prepare a predefined file of
BASIC commands using the text editor or file man-
ager. The file contains BASIC commands exactly as if
input from the keyboard. The BASIC interpreter is
then scheduled either from the terminal or from a
computer program to perform the desired function
using the name of the command file as a parameter in
the scheduling request.

Interpreter Organization
The real-time BASIC interpreter consists of nine

modules, a main module and eight segments. Within
the main module are routines that perform I/O, for-
matting, symbol table manipulation, and general-
purpose functions required by the segments. The seg-
ments perform the following functions:
r Syntax checking and interpretive code construc-

tion
r Program and error listing
r Pre-execution checking and table construction
r Program execution
r Program execution of statements that do not re-

qui re fast  execut ion t ime such as sTop,  BND,
PAUSE. OI ASSIGN

r User command execution
r Program debugging aids
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the rest of the statement. If the statement calls for a
user subroutine, control is passed to the subroutine
syntax routine and interpretive code is built using in-
formation provided by the subroutine table genera-
tor. If the source statement is a command no interpre-
tive code is built and the command is executed
immediately.

Source statements are prepared for execution by
converting them into operator/operand word pairs
for reduced storage space and fast interpretation at
execution time. Also, the statements are arranged in
sequential order in memory. The program is ar-
ranged in memory as shown in Fig. 2.

Multi-Terminal Operation
Real-Time BASIC provides multi-terminal opera-

tion; in other words, more than one user may be us-
ing a BASIC interpreter concurrently in the same com-
puter system. This is possible because the RTE oper-
ating system can swap the interpreter to the disc, or
in the case of RTE-III can maintain several copies of
BASIC in separate partit ions of memory (Fig. 3). Be-
cause the interpreter usually has a human being in
the loop, with considerably slower response time
than a computer, a great amount of idle time is avail-
able. Therefore, whenever the user is thinking, con-
trol may be swapped from the currently executing
BASIC to one that may reside on the disc or in an-
other partition of memory. Studies have shown that
the average user think time is approximately 25 sec-
onds between entries, assuming his activity is a mix-
ture of loading, running, modifying and saving pro-
grams.3 The average swap time for the BASIC inter-

Low Memory

Partltion 1

Partition 2

Partition 3

Partition 4

Partition 5

Partition 6

High Memory

Fig.3. Real-time BASIC is an option to the HP reaLilme ex-
ecuttve systems, BTE-ll and RTE-lll. RTEJII can maintain
several copies of the BASIC interpreter in separate parti-
tions of memory. Ihrs ls a sinplified RTE-Ill memory map with
two BASIC interpreterc simultaneously resident in memory.

Fig.4. The process of producing oveilays and branch and
mnemonic tables is completely independent of the BASIC
interpreter. Thus a user can configure his own set ol sub-
routine tables without interfering with other terminals using
BAS/C.

preter ranges from 100 to 250 milliseconds depending

on whether BASIC is running under RTE-II or RTE-III
and on what type of disc drive is being used.

The multi-terminal monitor, a module of the RTE
operating system, provides each terminal access to
the system for program scheduling, peripheral con-
trol, and system status monitoring.

Adding Subroutines
Providing a simple method for the BASIC program-

mer to add special or general-purpose subroutines
and functions to BASIC was considered of utmost im-
portance during the design of this product. Defini-
tion of a subroutine for use with BASIC requires two
distinct phases, a description or table generation
phase and a table specification phase. Phase 1 pro-
vides a means for the programmer to describe his sub-
routine: name, parameters used, whether function
or subroutine, entry point name if different from
name. and the name of the file where it is located. Al-
so specified are the subroutines to be gathered to-
gether into each overlay. The subroutine descrip-
tions are placed into a file and then sent to the BASIC
table generator, which produces a set of disc files.
These are:
r Binary mnemonic table for use during BASIC syn-

tax definition

r Binary branch table for use during execution of the
BASIC program

r Relocatable directories for each overlay
r Transfer file which when used with the file man-

ager and loader produces absolute binary overlays
from the directories.

The input record to the table generator takes the form:
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Name (parameter description), overlay number,
partition size (RTE-III only), entry point name,
file name, subroutine or function declaration

A specific example might look l ike this:
AISQV(I,I,RVA,RJ, OV :2, ENT:AISQV, FIL =A2313.

The table generation process is shown in Fig. 4.
The process of producing overlays and branch and
mnemonic tables is completely independent of the
interpreter. The table generator, file manager, and
loader can all be operated without interfering with
any users of BASIC. Therefore, it is possible for a user
to configure his set of subroutine tables while other
terminals using BASIC are unaware of the configura-
tion process.

The second phase of subroutine definition con-
sists of specifying the newly created tables to the
user's specific BASIC interpreter. After BASIC is ini-
tiated, the programmer can at any time specify the sub-
routine tables that are needed for his BASIC pro-
gram. This is done with the TABLES command. If the
user does not use the rasLns command he still can
use BASIC but no subroutines wil l be accessible.

The rasrns command causes the disc files created
by the table generator to be loaded dynamically
along with BASIC. The mnemonic table is loaded
with the syntax segment and the branch table is
loaded with the execution segment. Using two tables
saves memory space because the mnemonic table is
not resident in memory during the execution phase
of the BASIC program.

Scheduler Operation
The scheduling of tasks within a BASIC program is

performed by the BASIC scheduler. This process re-

quires three data storage areas: the trap table, the

Fig.5. Ihe BAS/C scheduler allows program execution to be
controlled by the time of day or by external events. Ihis rs
what makes the new BASIC a reaLtime system. Scheduling
of tasks requires threetables: the traptable, the time schedule
table, and a priority stack. Ihese tables are interrogated
before execution of each BASIC program statement.

time schedule table, and the priority stack. The trap

table (Fig. 5) has one entry per task, ordered by prior-

ity. Each entry contains information associated with

the state of a task. The time schedule table (Fig. 5) has

one entry per CALL srART or CALL TRNoN subroutine

request, ordered by time of execution. Each entry con-

tains the line number of the task and the time to begin

executing that task. The priority stack has an entry
for the priority of the currently executing task and

one for each suspended task. When a task completes

Fig.6. Operation of the real-time
8AS/C scheduler as a typical
program executes. After execu-
tion of each program statement,
the scheduler checks for time and
event interrupts. lt examines task
timing and priorities and eithel
continues running the current
task or begins a newly scheduled
task having higher priority.

BASIC Program BASIC Scheduler

One Enlry per Task
(Last to Execute)

EEllEElf@!illraskEntrv
f |![[@![f@@, (Hishest Prioritv)

T = Trap Bit (lnterrupt
or Task Execution Request)

E = Task Enable or Disable Bit

I
! (Lowest Pliority)
I

Time Schedule Table
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execution, the c,osus return stack in BASIC is checked
to get back to the last interrupted task and the priority
stack is checked to get the priority of that task.

The trap table, time schedule table, and priority
stack are interrogated prior to the execution of each
BASIC program statement (see Fig. 6). If after search-
ing the tables a task is found requiring execution then
control is passed to that task in the form of an implied
cosuB. The stack discipline is adequate since only a
task of higher priority can cause suspension of the
currently executing task, and changes of priority do
not affect the execution of a task once it has been
iniiiated.
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